Celebrating Our Week
Infants— Looking back at last week
KS1 have
loved reading the fantasy stories ‘Beegu’
and ‘Croc and Bird’ and writing their own magical stories
–some of the children even managed to word process
some of their work, too. We did an experiment to show
how greenhouse gases in our atmosphere are warming
up the world and the children had lots of ideas about how
we could stop it from happening in the future. We shared
the Muslim story ‘Be My Guest’ and thought about how it
feels to do something kind for someone else, even if it
means making a sacrifice. Reception had a delicious
time finding out what 3D shape a chocolate orange is and
then found 3D objects in their surroundings.
Infants—Looking forward to next week
KS1 are going to complete place value work
with all
the different representations of numbers we have been
exploring. We are going to start looking at the features of
non-fiction texts and writing our own labels and captions
for some amazing sea creatures. We have a maths
investigation about data handling and are going to be
asking and answering lots of questions about all our
favourite things. Reception will be reading “Mog and the
Baby” and looking at different emotions. In Maths they
will be counting onwards from a number whilst pretending
to be travelling on a bus.
Lower Juniors looking back at last week
This week
the children have been working hard to
finish their workhouse descriptions and have produced
some great work. In Maths, we have started looking at
exchanges (carrying). This is a tricky concept and is
something we will build on in the upcoming weeks. In PE,
we have continued to learn the rules of tag rugby. We
have also learnt about inventions during the Industrial
Revolution and how they changed manufacturing and
transport.
Lower Juniors looking forward to next week
We are going to continue investigating
forces
and magnets by writing up our experiment on friction. In
Maths, we will start to explore exchanges (borrowing)
when completing subtraction questions. In Art, we are
going to complete designs based on the artist William
Morris.
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Upper Juniors looking back at last week
The children have been busy writing and
typing their workhouse first person narratives. We are
really impressed with the effort they have put in and the
length of the pieces of writing. As part of our Science
work on Forces, we tested a selection of parachutes to
see which ones were most effective. The children loved
watching their creations drop from the ceiling of the
classroom.
Upper Juniors looking forward to next week
Next week we will be starting some work
on the
artist William Morris and comparing him to Joseph
Wright of Derby. We will be reading some more of
‘Street Child’ and planning a balanced argument based
on the character of Jim and whether he should escape
from the workhouse. We will look forward to Wider
Opportunities music and using our violins, as well as
continuing with animations in Computing.
Best Work of the Week was awarded to Libby, Mina,
Finlay, Edwin,
Daisy, Thia-Louise,
Alfie, William H,
Caitlyn, Patrick,
Rosa and Bella

What’s on next week

House Points

Mon 4th
Tues 5th

Haddon - 115

Weds 6th

Riber— 65
Thurs 7th
Fri 8th

Chatsworth—72

Individual Violin Lessons

Y3/4 PE. Please come dressed in PE kits
Juniors Primary Sports Evening 3:45pm Highfields
Lumsdale
Y5/6 Swimming
Juniors music lessons. Infants and Y5/6 PE. Please
come dressed in PE kits

House Points Prize Winners—
Matthew and Zoe

Sports Fixtures and Results
PE Stars of
the Week
Denna &
Ed

Corey &
Leia

Kyle &
Finlay

Primary Sports
Evening Session 2

Netball and
Dodgeball
Next week sees Miss Lamb
joining the South Darley team.
Miss Lamb, studying for her
PGCE at Derby University after
earning a degree in Early
Childhood Studies will be with
the Lower Junior classroom until
just before Christmas. Miss
Lamb tells us that she is a big
animal lover, enjoys horse riding
and owns 2 chihuahua dogs who
she takes on regular walks.

Congratulations to all who took
part in the TTRS BOYS V GIRLS
battle. Well done boys on your
well-deserved win.

The results were as an average score as there are more
girls than boys in the Juniors. Actual scores were as
follows:

Highest Scorers were Holly, Finlay, Zoe and Joseph.

